The specialisms of Pure Water

The purchase of a water softening system is a tough investment. Would you like to
experience how it feels to shower en bath in softened water, you could choose a
douche filter. Say goodbye to scale and chlorine in your shower and bath. The
douche filter removes scale, chlorine and other blemished materials like steel,
arsenic, mercury, filth, sediment and smell. The result: a softer skin, less skin
eruption, irritations and healthier hear. Another profit is that your bath/shower doesn’t
have scale anymore, so you don’t have to clean up so intensive. The product life of
one patternfilter is about 6 till 8 months, you could change it easily with a refill filter.
Water purification
Notwithstanding that the water supply company take care to make a good
product, there still remains pollution in our consumption water. Because they work negative
on our health and functionality, it’s good to purify your consumption water with a system
that’s based on reverse osmosis by which you are assured of high quality consumption
water at the place where you use the water often. That there are also a several benefits
enclosed, is a lucky coincidence!
As well, we get more questions to adjust the water systems to the family situation or the
situation at your business, thinking of depot possibilities, faucet types and the capacity of
the system. So, would you like to know more about the possibilities, please contact us.
Water enrichment
After the tapwater has been purified by the water purification system, the water is
‘’empty’’. The insertion capacity for nutrient and waste materials is on the highest
point now. On normal circumstances and by the average person, this is the most
optimal support for your physical functions. Anyway, there are situations in which
people think that if you add materials or you give the water a separate treatment,
the water could support your body much better.
Thinking of active people who need some extra minerals in a short time or if people have a lot of fluid loss
due to other reasons. Also people who have physical symptoms and elderly people, for those people it’s
important that the water is pH positive. By placing of special filters just after your water purification system
it’s possible to provide your water with extra organic minerals or salts, to make it pH positive or ionize it for
your aquarium.
Alkaline filter:
Mineral filter:
Ionize filter:
Infrared filter:

rise of the pH value
addition of extra organic minerals
removing all the ions
positive result on your health

Are you interested and would you like to know more about the possibilities, please contact us so we can give
you an efficient advice.
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Water softening
Every family in the Netherlands has
to do with scale. There are several
products on the market to make this ‘’invisible’’. These are products which
doesn’t remove the scale permanently but temporary. This because the
scale is always in your water due to your normal water pipe. Except irritation
and a lot of work you have to do to make that scale ‘’invisible’’, it costs a lot
of money. Not only in straight term, because you have to buy all of these
decalcify products, but also your kitchen device which lifetime decreases,
because of the scale inside. There are a several solutions, but the solution which works the best and is
affordable is to softening your water at the point where the water enters your house. Would you like to
know more about water softening? Please contact us for all the possibilities.

